Press Release to Der Spiegel
By Harald Brems

Ladies and Gentleman,

With big attention we watched the coverage during the last days on the microwave attacks on the US-ambassadors in Cuba and China. A group of international approved scientists affirmed the attacks on the diplomats in Cuba and China could possibly be done by microwaves. This could be a turning point in the public view and the coverage on so called directed energy weapons. Until today the most articles in this context reported of weapons against technology, to disturb or destroy it.

There were some articles about a microwave suitcase, that can be used by police against bomb attacks. The company Diehl produced a device the police can use to stop driving cars by disturbing the electronics of the car with microwaves. Rheinmetall produced a device that can be obstructed in doors of cars, that should have a similar effect. The American company Raytheon invited some years ago the Active Denial System (ADS), that can be mounted on a jeep and can be used against crowds (crowd control). In case of microwave weapons (except of ADS) it was only spoken of weapons against technology, to disturb or destroy it.

Now is the first time, that the fact comes to public, that microwaves can be used effectively against people, not only by heating their skin like the ADS does, but by producing pressure or noises. The effects that have been seen on the diplomats are only a small part of the possible effects that can be done by microwaves.

In Europe and the US there are thousands of people, that are attacked by microwaves daily. The so called Targeted Individuals (TI’s) report from heavy human rights violations. Burglaries in flats without leaving traces, heat and burns, vertigo, pressure against the body or in the body, stings, itching, and a buzzing sound or clicks, that can be heard again and again. Some report from voices sent to their head (voice to skull is the name of this technology).

The documentary Die Wirklichkeit kommt accompanied some TI’s during the movie. The film shows developments from the surveillance- and military area and shows the problem of a surveillance state from a philosophical view.

In 2015 there there was an international conference of the Targeted Individuals in Berlin. The Covert Harassment Conference was visited by international victims of secret experimentation with microwave weapons. The established media didn’t report anything. Politicians of any party were written to from the TI’s many times and pleased to help, but nobody cared. Now it seems that this could change.

Targeted Individuals are no conspiracy theorists or weirdos. Most of them are people that made horrible experiences. They are torture victims and some day they are accepted as that. Until that day it is the duty of the civil society to reveal the crimes with electromagnetic weapons and to ban them Internationally.

From the view of victims of secret experimentation with energy weapons we are very curious of the coming weeks. We hope the started debate will effect, that the hushed up crimes will see the light of day.
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